JANUARY 2015 I NEW CONTENT AVAILABLE
Quick Reference update – Literature focus

T

his update to Oxford Quick Reference is focused on updating and expanding
our Literature content. Discover more about Oxford Reference’s Literature
content and subject experts here

New editions in the Quick Reference collection
The Oxford Dictionary of Plays
2nd Edition
A Dictionary of Writers
and their Works
3rd Edition
A Dictionary of Law
Enforcement
2nd Edition

Updates to English dictionaries and quotations

U

pdates have been made
to the Oxford Dictionary
of English and the New Oxford
American Dictionary, and new
literature quotations added to
Oxford Essential Quotations –
a sample of new quotations is
shown below!

“Good books, like good
friends, are few and
chosen; the more select,
the more enjoyable.”
Tablets (1868) ch. 6
amos bronson alcott

1799–1888 american reformer

“Every secret of a writer’s
soul, every experience of
his life, every quality of
his mind is written large
in his works.”

“A word after a
word after a word
is power.”

Orlando (1928)
virginia woolf 1882–1941

1939– canadian novelist

‘Spelling’ (1981)
margaret atwood

english novelist

Historic Timelines
 Explore one of the specialized historic timelines for Literature’s greatest events.
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PLUS: New first edition titles in the Reference Library collection

The Oxford Encyclopedia
of the History of American
Science, Medicine, and
Technology
The Oxford Encyclopedia of
the Bible and Ethics

Visit www.oxfordreference.com to explore the complete
catalogue of titles, across 20+ subject areas
INSTITUTIONS

INDIVIDUALS

Contact your sales representative for more
information on subscribing to The Oxford
Reference Premium Bundle Package.
Or learn more about Reference Library
Title-by-Title Perpetual Access options.

Email us at oxfordonline@oup.com
(US) or onlineproducts@oup.com
(UK and Rest of World) to learn how
you can subscribe to 135+ titles in
the Quick Reference collection.

